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system as efficiently as possible to the required changes in processing functions, production capacity, and the
dispatching of the orders. Furthermore, the trend towards sustainability requires that the resources are being utilized
and re-used in their maximum potential and maintained throughout their life-cycle. Thus, the maintenance function
becomes an important factor in terms of improving the system availability, reliability and safety, as well as product
quality [2][3].
Information that is needed for reconfiguration and re-use decisions comes from different fields of expertise such
as product design, process planning, system design and integration, operation, condition monitoring and maintenance,
as well as usage history and prior adaptation experiences. The management of such information in industry is not
currently sufficient to generate reliable plans for re-configuration and re-use. The real capabilities of the resources are
not known in every lifecycle phase, which causes difficulties in making maintenance, re-configuration and re-use
decisions. In large manufacturing facilities, or complex research environments there can be a huge amount of
individual assets to manage. Document-based management of this information is inefficient. What makes the
management of this information difficult is its rapidly evolving nature. Another problem, discussed by multiple
researches, is the poor interoperability between different information models created by different design systems. The
information is presented via different models that are usually complementary, but sometimes redundant, sometimes
incoherent and always heterogeneous [4] as the majority of these systems use their proprietary data structures and
vaguely described semantics. The design knowledge remains locked inside the authoring system and a lot of data may
be lost during format conversions [5][6]. Retrieving and utilizing information from multiple diverse sources puts high
demands on semantic integration solutions [1][7][8]. Therefore, a formal and semantic way to model the resources
and their lifecycle information is needed in order to convey this information to the planning and decision-making
activities.
As engineering practices are becoming more and more distributed and decentralized, formal engineering ontologies
are emerging as popular solutions for addressing the semantic interoperability issue in heterogeneous environments
and bridging the gap between the legacy systems and organizational boundaries [7][8]. The European Commission
funded project ReCaM (Rapid Reconfiguration of Flexible Production Systems through Capability-based Adaptation,
Auto-configuration and Integrated Tools for Production Planning) aims to develop a set of integrated tools for rapid
and autonomous reconfiguration of production systems. The approach relies on a unified functional description of
resources, providing a foundation for rapid creation of new system configurations through capability-based
matchmaking of product requirements and resource offerings. This paper presents the development of the
Manufacturing Resource Capability Ontology (MaRCO), intended to support such matchmaking. Special focus is
placed on the lifecycle management aspect of the resource descriptions.
2. Formal information models for describing resources
The aim of bringing automation to the system design, re-configuration and order dispatching requires a formal,
structured representation of the product requirements as well as resource’s capabilities, properties and constraints. For
the past two decades, there has been an increasing interest in manufacturing domain on using emerging technologies
such as ontologies, semantics and semantic web, to support the collaboration, interoperability and adaptation needs.
Table 1 shows the literature review on the developed product, process and system ontologies and other formal
information models. These models describe a set of product and system characteristics relevant to that specific domain.
The table classifies the main developments from product, system, production control and operational maintenance
strategy aspects. The identified gap is the lack of detailed capability descriptions of constantly evolving production
systems.
Table 1. Existing ontologies and other formal information models for different life-cycle phases of products and systems.
Category

Existing works

Product design

Closed-loop product lifecycle management [5]; Reference ontology to support product life-cycle management [9];
Machine design process and associated ontology for design and lifecycle information of a specific machine [10].

System
descriptions

Ontology for modelling evolvable, modular, ultra-precision assembly systems [6][11]; Emplacement concept
[12]; Ontological model for assembly device capabilities based on the function-behaviour-structure (FBS)
framework [13]; Manufacturing Service Description Language (MSDL) for representing capabilities of
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manufacturing services, focusing on machining [14]; Manufacturing Service Capability (MSC) models [15];
Ontology-based digital description of resource services for grid manufacturing [16]; Skillpro product-processresource concept extended with skills [17]; Virtual Factory Data Model [18].
Production control

Manufacturing ontology (P2 ontology) [19]; ADACOR ontology for distributed holon-based manufacturing [7];
An ontology-based capability management approach for multi-agent systems [20]; Automatic and semi-automatic
reconfiguration of production processes based on skills [21]; Ontology for agent-based manufacturing systems [22];
Multi-agent-based control architecture for a shop floor system (CoBaSa) [23]; Self-Organizing Evolvable Assembly
Systems (SO-EAS) [24].

Maintenance
planning

Ontology-based framework for collaborative maintenance planning in collaborative maintenance environment [3];
Industrial MAintenance Management Ontology (IMAMO) [4]; Monitoring and maintenance platform and
corresponding ontology [2].

The previous research to describe manufacturing and system capabilities are limited in that they either do not
consider the combined capabilities of multiple co-operating resources, or they do not incorporate parameter
information into the capability description. Furthermore, most of the presented approaches in the field of system
description and production control rely on static resource descriptions lacking the lifecycle aspect. The existing
approaches describe the nominal capability of the resources rather than their actual, current capability. In the context
of production system re-configuration, re-use, re-tooling and maintenance the information about the actual capabilities
are needed instead of catalogue information.
3. Development of Manufacturing Resource Capability Ontology for continuously evolving systems
Ontology engineering methodology [25] was utilized during the development of the Manufacturing Resource
Capability Ontology (MaRCO). This methodology deals with the process and methodological aspects of ontology
engineering, i.e. by providing guidelines on how to develop ontologies. The methodology consists of five phases: 1)
Feasibility study, 2) Kickoff, 3) Refinement, 4) Evaluation, 5) Application and Evolution. This section concentrates
on the results of the kickoff and refinement phases. In kickoff, the requirements for the ontology were detailed and
important concepts and their relations were analysed. The end result of this activity was the conceptual model for
modelling the evolving resource capabilities. The results of the kickoff phase are discussed in sections 3.1. and 3.2.
from two perspectives, namely capability matchmaking and resource lifecycle management. In the refinement phase,
the ontology was formalized and represented in OWL language. Section 3.3 discusses the results of the refinement
phase.
3.1. Capability matchmaking perspective
The initial purpose of the developed ontology was to support automatic matchmaking between product
requirements and resource capabilities. The device combinations are matched to the product requirements
automatically based on their availability and combined capabilities. Thus, the essential concepts and their mutual
relations in the areas of Product, Process, Capability, Resource, and System were first identified. Fig. 1 gives a
conceptual description of how the product, resource, and capability concepts are linked together in the matchmaking.
For greater simplicity and readability, only the most relevant identified relations are shown. The term “Device” is
used to indicate that the work concentrates only on machine and tool resources, and not on other resource types, such
as human operators or raw materials.
During the analysis, it was identified that four distributed ontologies are needed to facilitate such capability
matchmaking process. These ontologies have different users, and different usage phases during the product and
production system lifecycle. Instead of having one large ontology, the distribution reduces the complexity of the model
from the user’s point of view. Process Taxonomy Model defines the hierarchical categorization of different
manufacturing processes, e.g. milling is classified as machining and further as material removing process. Product
Model is used to model the product characteristics and manufacturing requirements. Capability Model defines the
capability names, parameters and associations between simple and combined capabilities. Resource Model defines the
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resources and systems composed of the resources. This paper focuses on the Resource Model which imports the
Capability Model, thus referred to here as the Manufacturing Resource Capability Ontology (MaRCO).
isPrecededBy

Product Model (i.e. requirements)
Product

hasWorkplan

Product
Workplan

hasProcess

Process step

hasAssembliesOrParts

Capability Model
Assembly

Part

Process Taxonomy
Process
functionality
(taxonomy)

isPerformedOnProductElement

providesFunctionality

Resource Model
Individual
Device

requiresFunctionality

hasDeviceBlueprint

Device
Blueprint

hasCapability

Capability

hasUpdatedCapability
hasindividualDeviceOrDeviceCombination

Device
Combination

hasCalculatedCapability

hasindividualDeviceOr
DeviceCombination

Fig. 1. Simplified model of the relations between product requirements, resources and capabilities.

The conceptual model of capabilities was initially presented in [26]. Capabilities are characterized by name and
parameters. The capability concept name indicates the natural name of the capability, such as “moving”, “drilling”,
“screwing”, and “grasping”. Capability parameters describe the characteristics of a capability, e.g. the “moving”
capability is characterized by “speed” and “acceleration” parameters, among others. The concept name of the
capability indicates the operational functionality of the resource, whereas the capability parameters determine the
range and constraints of that functionality. The Capability Model divides the capabilities into simple and combined
capabilities. Combined capabilities are upper level capabilities, which can be divided by functional decomposition
into simple, lower level capabilities (part_of hierarchy). The capabilities can be assigned to resources in the Resource
Model ontology. When these generic capabilities are assigned to the resources, the capability parameters are filled
with the resource-specific parameter values. Based on the defined capability associations between the simple and
combined capabilities in the Capability Model ontology, the resource combinations contributing to a certain combined
capability can be queried and identified on a concept name level. For more information about the capability-based
adaptation, capability model and capability-matching, please refer to the original sources written by the authors [26]
[27].
3.2. Resource life-cycle management perspective
The preliminary assumption is that the production environment is constantly changing, and the condition and
capabilities of the resources evolve during their individual lifecycles and usages. The resource’s condition, its
remaining lifetime and consequently its capability will vary depending on the applications it has been used for, the
environments it has been used in, the processes it has performed and the process parameters, which have been used.
In order to support the system designers and maintenance planners, updated resource information needs to be made
available for them.
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Due to the lifecycle-based evolution of resource capabilities, there needs to be two descriptions of the resource:
one describing certain type and model in its initial, i.e. nominal, condition, and other one describing the specific
resource instance during its lifecycle. The latter description has to be dynamically updated over time. For this reason,
the devices have two linked representations, in the ontology: device blue prints and individual devices.

Fig. 2. Conceptual relations between resources and capabilities.

Fig. 2 illustrates the important concepts in the Resource Model. The device blue print describes the capabilities,
interfaces and properties of one type and model of device, as given in the resource providers’ catalogues. This
represents the nominal capability of the device. The individual devices are presented as a separate concept,
representing the actual capabilities of the particular, individual resource existing on the factory floor, and having a
reference to the device blue print. If there is a number of similar machine individuals, they all will refer to the same
blueprint device.
The individual devices have the actual capabilities, which are affected by the lifecycle of each individual device
and updated according to measured or calibrated values from the factory floor. If there are no measured or updated
values or other evidence of the actual capability of an individual device available, the capability of the individual
device is assumed to be the nominal capability of the referenced item. This is the case, for example, when a new
machine is taken into use at the first time. This approach allows the capability definitions to be reused, and
furthermore, allows the accuracy of the description to be increased as more data becomes available.
The capability and/or its parameters may change e.g. due to maintenance operations, e.g. if some components have
been replaced with new ones. For example, if the measured accuracy of the machine differs from the value defined in
the nominal capability, for instance because of wear or maintenance, this updated value can be given in the actual
capability definition. In some cases the breakdown can mean that only part of the capability is lost and the rest can be
recovered. E.g. a Cartesian manipulator may lose its ability to move in y-direction, while it is still able to move in xand z-directions. This means that just the degrees of freedom parameters of the “Moving” capability are changed and
the resource can continue its operation with modified capability.
3.3. Main classes of the MaRCO model
In the refinement phase, the ontology was formalized and represented with the Web Ontology Language (OWL).
OWL is a semantic mark-up language for publishing and sharing ontologies on the World Wide Web, and is developed
as a vocabulary extension of RDF (Resource Description Framework) [28]. Protégé ontology editor [29] was used to
construct the ontology. The main classes of the Capability Model are introduced in Table 2.
Table 2. The main classes of the Capability Model.
Class

Description

Capability

This is a parent class for the specific capability classes, which define the functionalities of resources. Sub-classes
include all simple and combined capabilities currently modelled. Capability parameters are implemented as datatype
and object properties, and are linked to the capabilities by property restrictions. Property restrictions are used to
restrict the properties of instances belonging to a certain class. Most of the capability parameters are implemented as
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datatype properties, which can be used to save literal data values. Some parameters are implemented as object
properties, which are used to model relationships between instances. These instances belong to
CapabilityParameterAdditional class, discussed below. Example of capability definition can be seen in Fig. 3(a),
which represents the class definition of “MillingCutterFunction” capability.
CapabilityAssociation

This class is meant for storing capability association instances, which are used to create links and hierarchy between
simple and combined capabilities in the model. They are linked to the capabilities by hasOutputAssociation and
hasInputAssociation object properties with hasValue property restriction. For example, for all instances belonging to
the “Milling” class, the hasInputAssociation object property has values “millingToolAssociation”,
“spinningToolAssociation”, “movingAssociation” and “fixturingAssociation”.

CapabilityParameter
Additional

This is a parent class for storing capability parameter groups, which are not feasible to be stored as individual
datatype properties, but rather as instances linked through object properties. This approach is utilized e.g. for such
capability parameters, which form a natural group, which relate to multiple different capabilities. Other example is
parameter groups, which relate directly to a certain capability, but which properties depend on the nature of the
capability. Examples of the sub-classes include: Workspace, MovementRange, ItemSize, ShapeDefinition and
BasicResourceInformation.

ProcessTaxonomy
(imported)

The process taxonomy defines hierarchical classification of different process functionalities. It is a pure taxonomy,
without any properties. The taxonomy can be used to link the capabilities to upper level in the process hierarchy, e.g.
“Milling” would be classified as a “Material removing” process. Capability Model imports the Process Taxonomy,
and the capability classes are defined as the sub-classes of the relevant process taxonomy classes. The reasoning
ability of OWL allows then to directly infer that each instance saved to a certain capability class is also an instance
of the process taxonomy class, which was defined as the parent class of the specific capability.
”DeviceBlueprint”

”IndividualDevice”

”MillingCutterFunction” capability

”DeviceCombination”

b)

a)

Fig. 3. (a) Property restrictions defined for “MillingCutterFunction” capability; (b) Class definitions of DeviceBlueprint, IndividualDevice and
DeviceCombination.

The Resource Model ontology imports the above presented Capability Model. Together they form the
Manufacturing Resource Capability Ontology (MaRCO). The formalization of the Resource Model follows quite
closely to the semi-formal ontology definition presented in Fig. 2. In the following the most relevant classes in the
Resource Model are shortly described. Moreover, Fig. 3(b) presents the class definitions for DeviceBlueprint,
IndividualDevice and DeviceCombination. These classes are in the core of the developed modelling concept as they
link the capabilities to the devices, both catalogue and actual existing device individuals, and allow modelling of
device combinations for which combined capabilities can emerge. Table 3 introduces the most relevant classes in the
Resource Model ontology.
Table 3. The main classes of the Resource Model ontology
Class

Description

Resource

This is a parent class for all Resource related classes. Direct sub-classes are Device, FactoryUnit, Human,
RawMaterial and Software.
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Device

This is a parent class for different Device related classes. It includes any machines, equipment and tools used to
manufacture or assemble a product. Devices can be either catalogue devices (blueprints), actual individual
devices or combinations of them.

DeviceBlueprint

This class contains the catalogue information of devices. This class has several subclasses for different categories of
devices, such as FeedingDevice, GraspingDevice, MovingDevice and ModifyingDevice. The instances of
DeviceBlueprint relate to specific Capability instances by hasCapability object property. These capability instances
are filled with resource specific capability parameter values, making the capability description unique for each
instance of the DeviceBlueprint class.

IndividualDevice

The instances of this class represent the actual individual devices existing on the factory floor. The individual
devices have reference to the DeviceBlueprint through hasDeviceBlueprint object property. This class stores the
lifecycle information of the devices and updates the capability properties. The updated capabilities are modelled
through hasCapabilityUpdated object property.

DeviceCombination

This class includes instances, which represent combinations of multiple individual devices or device combinations.
These instances refer to the instances of IndividualDevice or DeviceCombination class through
hasIndividualDevicesOrDeviceCombinations object property. Furthermore, for the DeviceCombination instance,
combined capability information can be saved through hasCalculatedCapability object property.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
This paper introduced the Manufacturing Resource Capability Ontology (MaRCO) model that allows creation of
detailed capability descriptions of evolving resources used in the factory floor. The MaRCO model offers methods to
formally describe and store not only the nominal capability of a certain resource type, but also the updated information
of the resource instances through their use and individual lifecycle. Therefore, it provides the planners more insightful
information to support their decisions on the reconfiguration, re-use and maintenance of the resources. The ontology
is currently in evaluation and testing phase.
MaRCO is optimized for the capability matchmaking and consequently for the information that is needed for such
matchmaking process. The fact that certain capabilities exist in the system, does not necessarily mean that those
capabilities could be used. For instance, a machine may break down often, which means that its MTBF is short. This
does not necessarily directly affect to the capability description of the machine, if the capability parameters are not
affected by the machine condition which causes the breakdowns. However, if the resource is not available, none of its
capabilities can be used. For example, lathe having “Turning” capability, cannot perform turning while not available,
which means that the availability of the “Turning” capability is also zero. In case of multifunctional lathe, which has
“Turning”, “Milling” and “Drilling” capabilities, none of these capabilities can be used while the machine is in
maintenance or service. If the maintenance is successful, the capabilities become again available. These are important
factors to take into account during the system design and especially during production planning and control. Currently,
MaRCO doesn’t consider these aspects. In the future, we will use the XML-based Resource Description Concept [30]
to save additional information, such as business and lifecycle parameters (e.g. MTBF, MTTR, operating costs) of the
manufacturing resources. The production, reconfiguration and maintenance planners can then make use of this
additional information after the automatic matchmaking system, relying on the MaRCO model, has detected the
resources matching with the capability requirements.
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